Hi,

1. No one against technologies but a human safety comes first.
2. Its very safe for the passengers but its a backward step when it comes to the driver safety.
3. All the full time income depended on driving taxis or hire cars will forced to share their income with humongous quantity of drivers with zero experience and low quality cars just its like fun for them beside their study or work otherwise why they don’t apply for a taxi or HC license in order to understand responsibility.
4. Please... don’t ever call it share ride its never been and wont be ever this way ( share ride means the driver can pickup more then one passenger along the way from A to B . (Not the passenger can share same car from A to B this been happening all the time and never changed)).
5. Since you took a decision to open the market for all apps and company’s with least regulation and rules for both company’s and drivers the you as government body are entitled to compensate the owners of taxi Lic. And hire cars Lic. As well for the loss of the plate value as well as loss of the business. We waiting anyway and we all hope transport stay on its word and genericity and make us happy as the owners of hire car lic. Plate and business and hope it doesn’t take any more longer.
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